Clinical trials of vaccines for immunotherapy in pancreatic cancer.
A greater understanding of the molecular events that trigger oncogenesis and events that negatively regulate immune responses has allowed for the development of targeted therapies with specific vaccines to match tumor antigens coupled with immunotherapy specifically directed against that tumor's immunosuppressive microenvironment. In order to be effective, vaccine therapies need to both expand the immune response to tumors and overcome immunosuppressive microenvironments therein. Specifically, targeted therapy must be personalized for each cancer patient. While the idea of personalized targeted therapy may seem like a daunting task, it may not be that difficult as it could involve a relatively simple genetic test to identify gene mutations and additional immunohistochemical staining of tumors with antibodies directed against markers of negative immune regulation. The additional cost to personalize cancer therapy with these diagnostic tests is relatively small in comparison to the cost afforded to our healthcare system when inappropriate targeting therapies are administered to patients whose tumors do not express the targets of either the vaccine or the immune modulator. Despite the large cost, cancer patients whose tumors lack the targets of these therapies often receive no benefit from the therapy. The most illogical approach is to develop a study design and perform clinical trials of potential novel targeting drugs without knowledge or confirmation that the patients' tumors express the targets. Current cancer trials for pancreatic cancer patients are discussed in this article.